
The D&H and O&W Rail-Trails are open as well as the Endless Mountains Trail. Please use 
social distancing recommendations of at least 6 feet unless traveling in family groups. 
Try to avoid crowded areas. Please keep your dogs on leashes and pack out your trash, 

including poop bags.

One of the most popular trailheads for biking is in Simpson at Morse Avenue. Try the Forest 
City Trailhead to bike or hike north. The Union Dale Trailhead (behind Cable’s) is a good place 
to access the D&H to travel south or north. The less popular trailheads are Herrick Center, 
Fiddle lake Road and Ararat. These trailheads all have access to improved trail for the best 
biking. 

north of Ararat, trail exploration is best done by hiking. These northern sections of trail are 
less used, but still provide interesting sites and fewer people. Starrucca (little Ireland Road) 
Trailhead provides great hiking north or south. The article in this newsletter discusses the 
points of interest from luciana Park in lanesboro, hiking to Brandt. Our new map and 
brochure shows all the trailheads and suggests section bike rides or hikes! let us know if you 
need one! How about geocaching? learn about it this newsletter too! Get out and get some 
fresh air, stay well!

board meetings and group trail events are on hold until further notice. The d&h distance 
Run (september 13) is also on hold. We will decide by the end of may whether to open 
registration. 
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The Rail-Trail Council of northeast Pennsylvania is dedicated to renewing northeast Pennsylvania’s historic pathways as recreational trails for all to enjoy.
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The Trails Are Open 



This fall 2020, trail improvements are planned to begin on the D&H Rail-Trail from Brandt to the NY 
border. The project will include a go-around using the Jefferson Branch of the Erie (“upper tracks”) 
because the “lower“ D&H railbed had been washed away by the Starrucca Creek. On the Lanesboro side 
of the go-around, you can see the remains of the turntable in the stream. Thanks to S. Robert Powell of 
the Carbondale Historical Society for sharing this photo of the turntable in use. The series of 24 DVDs by 
Dr. Powell about D&H history are a treasure of first-hand information from published articles in the 
Carbondale newspapers and other sources. 

The area of the D&H Rail-Trail slated for trail improvements includes Jefferson Junction. The 
history was discussed in a previous article (March 2018). When the railroad was built in 1870, it 
was built by the Erie Railroad, under the charter of the Jefferson Railroad, giving the D&H track-

age rights. Jefferson Junction was just beyond (west of) the Brandt bridge. There was a tower here (Jn 
tower) that controlled the Erie and D&H switches. The Erie track is located to the west and slowly 
climbs away from the stream. It connected to the main line of the Erie that came across the Starrucca 
viaduct at the lanesboro tower (JA). The Erie mainline went west to Binghamton and then northward 
to Albany. Two years later, the D&H built a line, the lackawanna and Susquehanna (l&S) along the 
Starrucca Creek, under the Starrucca viaduct, along the Susquehanna River, north to Windsor and 
ninevah. The l&S opened on June 17, 1872 and was a much more direct, shorter and flat route to 
upstate new York.

The structure found in the stream are the remains of an Armstrong turntable, a 65 foot bluestone pit, 
used to turn locomotives by hand. The turntable was located on the l&S line above Jefferson Junction. 
The remains in the creek are part of the center support for the turntable bridge (4 bolts seen). The 
table would have pivoted on this support and was supported at the edge of the pit by a flanged wheel 
that rode on a circular rail near the outer wall of the pit. The turntable was accessed by a trailing 
switch off the northbound track. This turntable could not be used for the larger engines that came 
into use around 1940.
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Top photo: d&h Turntable, lanesboro, pA. photo in the collection of the Carbondale d&h Transportation 
museum. engine no. 3, at the left, has just been turned on the turntable, and is heading south to assume its 
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Membership Renewal Form
Please renew! The date on the mailing label on the reverse indicates when your membership expires. 
l lifetime/Founding $500 l I am available for trail cleanups.  
l Patron/Sponsor $250 l Call me to discuss a corporate donation. 
l Club/Organization $100 l I am interested in finding out more about the “Trail Tender” program.
l Family $35 l Send my newsletter electronically (instead of by mail) to:                                                                         
l Individual $20  l Send me a nEW brochure.
l Senior/Student $15  l I am willing to volunteer for the D&H Caboose restoration project
	 	 l I am enclosing a donation to be used towards the D&H Caboose restoration project

n A M E  P H O n E  n U M B E R

S T R E E T  A D D R E S S  E - M A I l  A D D R E S S

C I T Y  S T A T E  Z I P

Please update your address here if necessary. Make checks payable to Rail-Trail Council of northeast pA  
P.O. Box 32, Union Dale PA 18470 / Phone: 570-679-9300 / E mail: trails@nep.net

Hike Lanesboro to Brandt 

Expanding my walking/hiking/biking experience with 
exploring different sections of the D&H Trail, I called on the 
Hike or Die Club to make this exploration a little more 

interesting. 

As you know RTC owns 38 miles of the D&H Trail from Simpson 
PA, the southernmost part to the new York border, the 
northernmost part. The lanesboro-Brandt section is located 
just shy of the new York border and is well worth the drive, 
whether you’re traveling along Route 171 or 1009, the scenery 
is inspiring. Parking in luciana park* at the base of the 
starrucca Viaduct,* a 173 year old stone structure, you truly 
experience awesome standing in the presence of the arches. 
look for the detailed historical sign.

Once you’ve taken all that in, you can get right on the trail 
that’s adjacent to the parking area and head left. The trail will 
lead you over the 1904 reconstructed bridge that lifts you above 
the rushing waters of the Starrucca Creek. As you continue, 
you’ll cross over Route 1009 (viaduct Street) to pick up the 
trail. look for the creek on your left. Trees line the way but, look 
to your right beyond the trees to see the stone ledges covered in 
moss, holding up an upper trail known as the Jefferson line.* 

As you continue on the trail, you’ll notice it starts to disappear 
to an eroded area. Be sure to look to the left. In the creek, you’ll 
see remnants of a turntable structure* with the water running 
swiftly over it. Make your way up the knoll on your right and 
you’ll end up on the Jefferson line* for a short time, but it will 
take you back to the lower D&H Trail. 

As you continue your walk, look to the right. You do not want to 
miss the dramatic, natural beauty of moss-covered rock ledges, 
a little waterfall, and fern gully just below. Remember to 
breathe and take it all in. A bridge with a bench is up ahead, 
you might want to stop and enjoy the sounds and the scenery. 

With a keen eye, continue down the trail. Keep looking to the 
left and you’ll notice a stone foundation which was the site of 
C. schlager & Co.* Just a little further down the trail, look to 
your right and you’ll see the stone foundation of what was the 
stickley furniture Company.* A half-mile more and you’ll 
reach the end of this section of trail at the state route crossing. 
The creek will be roaring on your right. Be sure to look for the 
streambank restoration project with a fence lining the trail. 
Thank you to lynn Conrad for her commitment to improving the 
trail for everyone’s use and enjoyment! 

You don’t have to stop there. You can continue on the trail to 
Steven’s Point to look for the next big improvement that is on 
the way. Walks and hikes along this section will be planned in 
the coming months, please check the website, Facebook, or 
Instagram.

Many thanks to the Hike or Die Club for the adventure and the 
history lesson.

Cindy Klenk, Program Manager

* points of interest



Geocaching

What is Geocaching? Well, one way to put it is that 
geocaching is using billion-dollar satellites to 
find tupperware hidden in the woods. That might 

sound a little silly, but that’s basically how it started 
and what it is.

On May 2, 2000, ‘The Great Blue Switch’ was pressed and the accuracy 
of GPS technology improved tenfold. On May 3rd, Dave Ulmer, a GPS 
enthusiast wanted to test this, so he hid a black bucket containing 
several items, books, CDs etc. as well as a logbook and a pencil. He then 
posted the coordinates of the bucket online with the simple rules “Take 
some stuff leave some stuff.” Within 3 days, 2 different readers had 
found his stash. Within the week, others started hiding stashes, lo and 
behold, Geocaching was born.

In the early days you had to have a GPSr (Global Positioning System 
receiver) in order to participate. But now, thanks to smartphones, just 
about everyone can enjoy geocaching and just about everyone does. 

Today there are over 3 million geocaches hidden worldwide. They are 
hidden in the woods, in the city, in the water and on islands. There is 
even one hidden in space. The Rails to Trails are not immune. Just 
between the Simpson Trail head and the Forest City Trail head, there are 
over 20 caches hidden. Over 20 secret treasures hidden on trails. Many 
walk by these hidden containers everyday without ever realizing it. 

There are many different types of geocaches but the most common is 
some kind of waterproof container with a log inside that must be signed 
to claim credit for finding the cache.

The container can be as small as your fingernail or as large as Dave 
Ulmer’s bucket (or even larger!) It might contain nothing more than a 
piece of paper to sign or it might have some trinkets known as SWAG 
(stuff we all get) for trading. After finding the cache, you must sign  
the log inside the container. You can then log it online as ‘Found,’ letting 
others know you found it and sometimes sharing your story about  
your find.

What is Geocaching? Is it a treasure hunt? A scavenger hunt? Is it a 
sport? A hobby? or a game? Whatever it is, it is something that is being 
enjoyed by a lot of people. Young and old and everyone in between.  
Solo and families (including the family dog) are getting outside to try it. 

You can find out more about it at Geocaching.com. It is free to try it out. 
All you need is an alias and an email address to sign up. (Geocachers do 
not use their real name.)

If you do go out caching, remember a few simple rules:

1. Beware of Muggles (non-geocaching people.)  Some Muggles might 
destroy or even take geocaches if we are not careful.

2. Rehide it the way you found it. Don’t make it any easier or harder 
(unless you found it out in the open, then you might want to camou-
flage it from Muggles.)

3. If you find a container with swag, the rule is to “trade equal or  
trade up.”

4. When you log it online, don’t give any hints in your description. 
Remember to let it be as much fun for the next person as it was  
for you.

Article by our local geocacher, Valerie Pratt. There are many geocaches on 
the trail!! We hope to have a few workshops with Val soon!  Note that the 
Rail-Trail office has Garmin GPS units for members to borrow.
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When does my membeRship eXpiRe?
Your membership renewal date is to the 
right of your name on the mailing label, 
highlighted in yellow. To the extreme right is 
the mailing date. Effective 2019, member-
ships for all receiving electronic newsletters 
will expire on December 31.


